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Automation is everywhere in the 21st century, from production processes to interactions. For
example, when you want to contact the customer service of a company it is likely you will have
to talk to a bot first. The term bot is short for “robot” (1). However, the bots mentioned here
are not physical robots, but automated programs that often run over the internet. Bots can
run automatically or execute certain commands when receiving specific input. With technology
developing at a tremendous speed, the use of bots, both by users and organisations, is expanding
greatly in today’s society(2).
A specific type of bot is a social bot, although no agreed upon definition exists, it can generally
be described as “computer-generated programs that post, tweet, or message of their own accord”
(3). Some other definitions also specifying that the bot simulates how a human user would act.
Bots in the media are often portrayed with a negative undertone (4; 5). Therefore, it is not
strange that people feel anxious towards bots. This feeling of anxiousness can also be referred to as
‘distrust´ in many cases. However, it is not always justified that people feel that way. Many social
bots are also used for useful causes, like preventing loneliness or taking the role of personal assistant
and some are used for harmless fun applications, like tweeting the weather or recommending books
to read(6; 7). Yet the negative undertone when reporting on social bots is there for a reason, there
are many cases where bots are used for wrong purposes.
Nowadays the acceptance of social bots is extremely relevant, as many companies are shifting
from human workers to digital workers. These digital workers are, in other words, social bots.
Therefore it is important to understand why a heap of the current use of social bots is often
morally wrong and how bots can also be used for morally good purposes. In this paper the
malicious applications of social bots will be discussed. First we will lay out the problematic uses
of social bots, what they do and how they do it. Then the morality of the deployment of such
bots is discussed from the philosophical viewpoints of consequentialism, utilitarianism and Kantian
deontology. As mentioned before not all bots are bad, so to give a more complete oversight of social
bot use a few of the good applications are discussed in the next section. The paper concludes with
a discussion on what is and can be done about social bots online.
Misuse of Social Bots
Social bots are active on social media platforms to insert themselves into discourse. One platform
where many social bots notably reside is Twitter. In 2016 it has been estimated that at the time
between 9% and 15% of active Twitter accounts were bots (8), though the current numbers are hard
to estimate. When talking about the malicious application of social bots people generally refer to
the influencing of public opinion and people their behaviour. Though the goals of the discourse
manipulation can vary. One such goal could be popularising a brand or person by artificially
boosting interaction with their content or defaming them by posting negative or hate comments(9).
Another common goal is influencing the financial market. Which is done by spreading (fake) news
about a company or brand or making it seem as if a stock is high in demand(10). Another goal,
the one with the most media attention, is social bots influencing and manipulating politics(11;
12). Here an actor like a (foreign) government, organisation or a political party themselves can
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popularise or defame a certain political party or personage. Another goal can be influencing
peoples opinions on politically charged matters such as vaccination, 5G or immigration to steer
public opinion(13). In all of these applications fake news and misinformation is often employed.
This has become a serious problem which can even be called a threat to democracy with the way
(political) conversations are hijacked by bots(8).
There are a few ways these bots insert themselves into conversations and influence the users
behaviour on the platform. First of all there is smoke screening, this is a technique that uses
context-related hashtags on Twitter to distract users from the actual point of the discussion.
Related to this is misdirecting, where the context-related hashtags are used without referring to
the debate-topic whatsoever and point the attention to irrelevant information. Lastly there is
astroturfing, which is a deceptive practice where bots all present the same opinion, marketing or
campaign in the guise of comments from members of the public (8; 14).
According to the book Designing sociable robots it is stated that an ideal social bot should be
capable of communicating in such a way that users can understand it socially, relate to the bot
and empathize with it (15). For social bots with a specific use case, like being a personal assistant,
it can be important to incorporate these qualities. However, when applying these qualities to bots
for manipulation purposes it can become problematic. On a social networks these bots frequently
pose as real humans, because of which people often do not recognize whether they are dealing with
a bot or a human being.
Ethics of Influencing Discourse
Having discussed some of the goals of bad social bots we will now have a look at the moral and
ethical implications. Taking on some of the views from normative ethics, it can be argued that
the uses discussed are morally wrong. Take for example consequentialism, here the consequences
of an action are the basis for moral judgement. The consequences of defamation of a person or
organisation can be minimal like less business for a while, however it can also be very bad ruining
the life of a person or a business. When artificially popularising a person/brand at first glance
that does not seem too bad. However, the consequences of this still has bad sides. It can cause
a brand that does not deliver what it promises to get popularised and competing honest brands
do not get attention. Even when a good brand uses these tactics it is not fair as this creates an
inequality with competing brands. Similarly, the consequences for influencing political discourse
has bad consequences. As mentioned before it can be argued to be a threat for democracy. People
are being influenced to have another opinion than they might actually have or act differently as
they are exposed to wrong or partial information. Also functional rational debate is stopped when
bots start using astroturfing or smoke screening techniques which halts or polarises the discussion,
damaging the principles on which a democracy is built(8).
In practice the ones using these bad bots are organisations, small groups of people and sometimes only a single person, all with a certain agenda(16). When it comes to utilitarianism the
usage of bots to influence the public opinion for example. This would not benefit the majority of
the population and would therefore not be viewed as morally sound. With just one organisation
or person who has control over the bots, there will be no benefitting majority. The reasons as
discussed for consequentialism also make bad bots morally bad in the eyes of utilitarianism given
the consequences of bad social bots (17).
The philosophy of deontology would also disapprove of such use of social bots. The action of
influencing other individuals for one’s self-interest is a selfish act. As Kantian deontology states:
“Act only according to that maxim whereby you can, at the same time, will that it should become
a universal law” (18). This implies that an action is morally good or bad based on a set of universal
rules, like do not lie or cheat. When taking this stance into consideration, the use of bots for one’s
self-interest is a morally bad action. Influencing discourse does not bring the best consequences,
does not benefit the majority of the population and is not an action that one would want to be a
universal law.
Under the ethical views discussed it can be argued that the use of social bots for discourse
influencing is morally not sound. This poses the question of what should be done about social bots
online to which we will return. First it also needs to be considered that not all social bots are bad.
Many of them are even very useful, so what about those?
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But What About Good Social Bots?
To refresh, social bots are bots that can post, tweet or message of their own accord and often
imitate humans in doing so. Often the bad social bots are getting publicity, however luckily not
all are bad. Social bots can be very helpful and are implemented in such ways. For example you
can think of weather bots or news bots which report on matters of their domain in users’ news
feeds(8). There are also recommender bots that can help recommend new shows, books or recipes.
Automatic responder bots are also implemented online and can be helpful to inform users of status
updates or answer simple questions on products and services(19). Social bots can also be used
in helping people feel less lonely and provide a listening ear so to speak(20). These are just a
few examples of the good uses of social bots, though there are many more and ever increasing as
technologies advance.
When looking at the ethical implications of these good uses, it can generally be said that they
are good and beneficial to online users. Take, for example, recommender bots. These can help
users find new and interesting media or goods to consume, which can generally be classified as a
good outcome of which most people will benefit. The goals in these examples of good uses are
very different from the bad social bots. Here the goal is to help anyone who interacts with the bot
and improve their situation in some way. Adding to this is the fact that in these applications it is
almost always communicated to the user in some form that they are interacting with a bot(21).
So the bad behaviour of some of the social bots online should not impact our use of the good
and beneficial ones. However, even for the good social bots some bounds need to be set as they can
still produce bad outcomes when not careful. For example news summary bots can still accidentally
report fake news, chatbots for helping people can store too much personal information which can
leak or any of them can have inadvertent bias(8; 22). So something needs to be done to both tackle
the bad bots and regulate the good ones.
So What To Do With Social Bots?
Social Media companies like Twitter itself try to make an effort of detecting and removing bad
bots(23). There are also tools users themselves can use to check if an account is a human or bot, like
Botometer1 . However, detecting and removing or reporting accounts does not completely solve the
problem. Combatting bad social bots is a bit of a cat and mouse game. There are ways to recognise
bot accounts using things such as time signatures of posting or amount of friend interactions (24).
However, with technologies in artificial intelligence improving it is becoming harder to spot accounts
using the traditional methods, as the bad bots are becoming indistinguishable from humans. With
improving technologies bot detection methods also improve, but not quite fast enough(25).
Another important aspect to help minimize issues with bad social bots is educating users on
the matter(26). This helps them spot bots or use tools to do so and it helps spread awareness of
how to interact online. Laws governing the digital domain can also help in managing bad social
bots. For example, help incentivise companies to spend time on removing bad actors from their
platforms and spend time on updating their methods to do so. It is important to take care when
drafting such laws, as too strict a law can suppress (political) discourse or be seen as an attempt
at censorship(26).
For good bots user education and regulations are also needed, to guide implementation and use.
With regulation good development practices can be encouraged. Things such as examining bias
or providing transparency on identity or actions of the bot could be enforced. Though it remains
a challenge on how to implement such laws, more work on this is required(22). User education on
how to interact with bots in turn can help in users recognising when a good bot is safe, help prevent
them confusing a bad bot for a good one. Additionally, as mentioned before, more companies are
shifting to digital workers. Hence, it is favourable users know how to safely and efficiently interact
with these social bots(26).
There are social bots active online that have bad intentions. In seeking profit in some form for the
ones employing them, they have bad consequences for others. One can even go as far and argue
these bots form a threat to democracy. Though banning all bots would not do, as there are many
1 https://botometer.osome.iu.edu/
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good social bots. With user education and regulations, it is the hope the social bot landscape can
be shaped such that the democracy stays intact and the highest amount of benefit can be gained.
The work on this subject is still ongoing and should be encouraged.
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